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Introduction
I am delighted to introduce our Annual Report
for 2013/14.
It has been a year of tremendous achievement for
Mosaic. With the leadership of our Board and Regional
Leadership Groups, and the commitment of our
volunteer mentors, we have supported 6545 young
people in our schools, ex-offenders and international
leadership programmes to increase their confidence,
self-efficacy and long-term employability. Particular
highlights include our largest and most exciting ApaxMosaic Enterprise Challenge (see page 9) and the
fourth Mosaic International Summit, which took place in
the UK in September 2013 (see page 10).
As pleased as we are with the significant scale at
which Mosaic is now operating after only six years
of operation, far more important is the impact our
programmes are having on positively changing the
lives of those young people. In 2013/14, mentee
responses to questions about confidence, selfefficacy and employability showed an average uplift of
6.5% from start to end of our programmes. In 2012/13
the average uplift from start to end was 6%, indicating
that we are achieved a growing positive impact upon
young people.

All our evidence shows that the volunteer mentors
supporting our beneficiaries are true role models,
inspiring the young people to excel and equipping
them with the skills and experiences they will need
in the ever more competitive marketplace. We were
thrilled this year that the quality of our programmes
was recognised in statutory guidance issued by the
Department of Education.
The impact of our work is down to the amazing support
of over 1100 incredible mentors giving up their time to
make a difference. We were therefore honoured to be
the recipient of a Prime Minister’s Big Society Award for
our ability to mobilise so many volunteers. On a more
personal note, we were delighted that founder Board
member and Chairman Khawar Mann received an OBE
this year and Yorkshire Chairman Sarah Khan-Bashir
received an MBE for their work with Mosaic.
As ever, we remain indebted to the leadership and
encouragement of our Patron, HRH The Prince of
Wales. Over the last year, we have celebrated Mosaic’s
achievements with HRH The Prince of Wales at a range
of important events, notably the Reception at Clarence
House for the International Leadership Programme and
the joint charities dinner at St James’s Palace.

In the last 12 months, Mosaic has achieved a great
deal for young people in the UK and internationally.
We helped more young people with more supporters
than in any previous year. This would not be the case
without the huge efforts of our volunteers, our partners,
and our generous funders. We are very grateful for this
support. We look forward to supporting more young
people in the year ahead, very much mindful that the
need for our work has never been more important and
that we must deliver ever more impact across all that
we do.

Jonathan Freeman
Managing Director
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Highlights of Mosaic’s work in 2013/14
Mosaic was founded in 2007 by His Royal Highness
The Prince of Wales to create opportunities for young
people of all backgrounds growing up in the most
deprived communities. Six years on, Mosaic is a
vibrant organisation which provides programmes for
thousands of young people, supported by a network of
enthusiastic and expert volunteer mentors.
Mosaic seeks to support young people to have positive
aspirations, and to acquire the tools to achieve these
aspirations. Positive aspirations are crucial for young
people’s future success; what people aspire to do as
a child is linked to what they do later in life, and low
aspirations lead to poor academic attainment and
professional achievement. For many young people,
an ‘aspirations-attainment gap’ is caused by a lack of
information about how they can realise their ambitions,
by too few role models and a lack of contact with
adults in professional roles.

in 2013/14 we worked in 50 schools with over 1000
participants and some 250 mentors.
• Secondary School – this mentoring programme is at
the heart of Mosaic, having begun in 2007 to enable
teenagers to develop confidence, self-efficacy and
employability skills; in the last year it supported 825
young people in 52 schools across England.
• Apax–Mosaic Enterprise Challenge – our national
competition which enables school teams to learn
about business and entrepreneurship saw some
5000 young people compete and St Bede’s Catholic
Grammar School from Bradford rise to the top!
• Ex-Offenders – an intense 1:1 mentoring programme
to support young offenders as they come to the end of
their custodial sentence and return to the community,
with the ultimate aim to avoid them re-offending.

• International Leadership – a year-long development
programme for talented young leaders across the
world, in 2013/14 some 80 delegates convened in the
UK for a two-week Summit.
Highlights of each of these programmes are described
in the following pages, along with a feature about those
that are the heart of Mosaic: our volunteer mentors.
Two huge achievements in 2013/14 were our receipt
of the Prime Minister’s Big Society Award and our
recognition in the Department of Education’s statutory
guidance. We are thrilled to receive these accolades,
which underline the credibility with which Mosaic is
regarded within the education and community sectors.

“I’m so impressed with how Mosaic’s programmes
have helped to develop the skills, business acumen
and confidence of these young people – I am sure that
they will go on to do big things – the future of the UK
business landscape will be much more exciting with
talent like this contributing to it!”,
Shazia Saleem, i-eat foods.
Over the last year, Mosaic has worked with more than
6500 young people across five regions in England:
London, South East, West Midlands, North West, and
Yorkshire. We offer the following programmes:
• Primary School – our pioneering programme which is
targeted at supporting girls and their mothers to be
aware of their educational and future opportunities;
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Over the last year, Mosaic has worked with more than
6500 young people across five regions in England

The Prime Minister’s Big Society Award was received
for the huge numbers of volunteer mentors we have
been able to mobilise, many of whom have never
volunteered previously.
Minister of State for Skills and Enterprise, Matthew
Hancock MP, published revised statutory guidance for
those providing young people with careers advice in
schools, that includes Mosaic programmes such as the
Apax-Mosaic Enterprise Challenge. The new guidance
states that every school should engage fully with their
local employer and professional community, with it
specifically pointing towards Mosaic programmes as
examples of best practice to benefit pupils.
In the last year, we have had the privilege of being the
guests of our Founder, His Royal Highness The Prince
of Wales, at Clarence House, his London home. In
September, His Royal Highness hosted a reception
for the delegates of Mosaic’s International Leadership
Programme 2013. In October, Mosaic’s Patrons, a
group of our very generous supporters, were treated to
a private tour of Clarence House. In November, Mosaic
joined His Royal Highness in the launch of Step Up to
Serve, an initiative to encourage young people to do
more in their communities. And in March, His Royal
Highness hosted a formal dinner in March to recognise
and thank supporters of Mosaic, and two of his other
charities, The Prince’s Institute for Mature Enterprise
(PRIME) and In Kind Direct. Mosaic Ambassador
and BBC London newsreader Asad Ahmad gave
a presentation which highlighted the vital work of
Mosaic, and the real stars were students from Slough
and Eton College, who gave the audience a repeat of
their winning business pitch of the 2013 Apax-Mosaic
Enterprise Challenge.

“Unlocking the talent and realising the full potential of every young person, whatever their
background or circumstance, is a cause close to my heart. It gives me great joy to see the
sense of worth and belonging Mosaic provides by extending that much – needed helping
hand to those of our diverse communities who need it most.”
HRH The Prince of Wales, Founder of Mosaic
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This Programme is generously funded by
Qatar Foundation and Criterion Capital.

Primary School Programme
In 2013/14, we worked with 50 schools,
1030 participants and 244 volunteer mentors.
Mosaic’s unique primary school mentoring programme
aims to raise the aspirations of young girls,
aged 9 -11 years old. It also empowers their mothers to
support their daughters to fulfil their potential. Female
mentors support girls and their mothers in classroom
sessions to explore a range of issues from education,
role models and the role of women in society. The
programme also includes a visit to a university, and
a graduation ceremony to award certificates and
congratulate the participants.
Sana is in Year 5: “I have just finished the Mosaic
project with my auntie. Some of the topics that we
covered in Mosaic were about other people’s emotions,
role models, ideal classrooms. It taught me to realize
how important other people are in my life.
Coming to Mosaic helped me bring out my confidence.
The mentors help us with the Mosaic project and they
gave us some good ideas and helped us while we were
working. During Mosaic I realised that I want to become
a nurse to help the children. To train to become a nurse
I need to work really hard in school and work hard
on my degree. I learnt that I need to choose the right
subjects for my GCSEs to pass my tests.”
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Total Mentees
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12

64
90
180
495

2012/13

826

2013/14 1030
2014/15 1200

A Mentor from the South East programme, Rupa Patel
said of her involvement this year:
“I have learned so much as a first time mentor with
Mosaic; it has been a pleasure to work with the girls
and their mothers and the value of the programme has
been clear each week as the discussions progressed!
Working from the Mosaic materials, the sessions
have been thought provoking and rewarding and the
graduation event was excellent – a great celebration of
the commitment shown by everyone throughout.”
Jane Coogan, a Parent Support Advisor at Stanley Grove
Primary Academy in the North West said “The Mosaic
Project has had a fantastic impact on the confidence
of the girls that took part. This has been evidenced by
their interaction back in the classroom and amongst
their friendship groups. The Graduation Ceremony was
a real highlight of the project for the mums. Two mums
expressed an interest in furthering their own education
as a result of being involved in Mosaic.”

Total Mentors
2008/09

12

2009/10

16

2010/11

40

2011/12

120

2012/13

178

2013/14

244

2014/15

300

Total Schools
2008/09

2

2009/10

5

2010/11

20

2011/12

25

2012/13

40

2013/14

50

2014/15

60
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Secondary School Programme
In 2013/14 we have worked with 825 students and 335
mentors in 52 schools.
Mosaic’s secondary school mentoring programme aims
to close the gap between young people’s aspirations
and their attainment, by linking them with positive role
models. The programme has been independently
evaluated by Demos, a leading research think-tank,
as delivering important impacts on students. Their
research also reports positive impacts on mentors.
The programme places volunteer mentors from
professional backgrounds into a school group over
a number of sessions. The mentors lead classroom
discussions and activities with the young people
about subjects such as confidence, motivation, team
work, and the skills needed to enter and progress in a
career. The programme also includes a visit to a local
workplace.
Case study: Aston Manor Academy, West Midlands
“Aston Manor Academy has worked with Mosaic since
they have started working with schools in Birmingham.
From Day 1 the quality of the business links and
communication has been fantastic and the impact
Mosaic mentors have had has been significant and
now Mosaic is part of the school culture. The impact
the mentoring has had on pupils is significant and
really personalised, pupils have commented how it has
made them feel more confident in asking meaningful
questions, feel more in control about what they want
to do in the future, as well as highlighting their own
barriers to learning.”
Teacher, Amandip Kang.
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This Programme is generously funded by Al Faisal Without Borders
Foundation, Majid and Lynn Jafar, Rangoonwala Foundation,
and Heathrow Community Fund

“I have learnt a lot of skills such as….teamwork skills
which has made me work as a team in activities, and
I have started to speak to people who I never spoke
to, which showed me how it would be like in the future
career path working with other people.”
Danish, year 10 student.
As part of this year’s programme, Aston Manor
students had a workplace visit to Midland Heart, a
housing and care organisation. The students had a
tour of the workplace and heard from colleagues in
different parts of the organisation. Amandip Kang said,
“the visit gave students an insight into the different
pathways in the world of employment. The staff from
Midland Heart have been inspirational and allowed
the students to become focused on their own goals
and what they need to do to be successful, a truly
invaluable experience.”

In 2013/14
we have
worked with...

Janice Smith at Midland Heart added: “We recognise
that businesses like us have a big part to play
in inspiring the futures of our young people and
communities. It’s great that our diverse workforce can
share their work experiences and act as positive role
models”.

825 students
335 mentors
52 schools

Apax-Mosaic
Enterprise Challenge 2013/14
The 2013/14 Apax-Mosaic Enterprise Challenge
was our largest, most far-reaching and exciting to
date. 116 schools, 4645 young people and 472
mentors participated, including in new areas of
Bristol, Liverpool and Hull. After the first phase of
the competition, where volunteer business mentors
supported school teams to learn about the key
concepts of business, the top ranking teams qualified
for Regional Finals in March, and the winning team from
each region was invited to the Grand Finals in May,
where they pitched their business concept to a panel
of judges.
This year’s winners were St Bede’s Catholic Grammar
School from Yorkshire, who won a cash prize to
fund their business idea, as well as some amazing
experiences including the opportunity to watch the
filming of BBC’s Dragon’s Den. All six finalists teams
received a package of follow-up mentoring support,
to continue developing their entrepreneurial flair.
This included a one day enterprise skills Bootcamp,
provided by InspirEngage, a specialist social
enterprise.
“It’s a massive competition that has given us lots of
experience and confidence. It’s a huge boost to take
forward the idea in the real world. We hope to really
improve our local community environment and make
profit to improve our school and develop a legacy
for the school to continue.” The winners: St Bedes
Catholic Grammar School, Yorkshire

This Programme is generously funded by The Apax Foundation and
The Department for Communities and Local Government.

Participating students said:
• 80% learned something new about working in
business from their Mosaic mentor.
• 80% feel confident about the basics of working in
business
• 74% felt that if they were given the opportunity, they
would feel confident to run a successful business.
“This partnership with Mosaic has not only widened
students’ horizons, but has raised their aspirations,
ambitions and attainment – which was reflected in last
year’s Outstanding Ofsted grading. The exceptional
contributions from Mosaic business mentors who
volunteer their time and experience make a real
difference and continues to change lives.”
Assistant Principal, Westminster Academy, London

96%
mentors rated the Challenge
as Excellent or Good

Our mentors also learned from and enjoyed the
competition and said:
• 96% mentors rated the Challenge as Excellent
or Good
• 86% would recommend it to others

This year’s winners were St Bede’s Catholic Grammar School from Yorkshire
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International Leadership
Programme
The Mosaic International Leadership Programme (ILP)
aims to develop leadership skills, inspire thinking about
global issues, and equip young people to become
involved in their local communities.
The ILP begins with the International Summit, which
in September 2013 saw 63 international delegates
aged 25-35 (and eight group leaders) participating in
a two week residential training conference, featuring
world-renowned leadership trainers and speakers.
The Summit includes leadership skills workshops,
inspirational sessions on global issues such as
poverty and sustainability, and visits to projects which
demonstrate leadership in action.
For the first time in 2013, we included a new element
in the ILP – the opportunity for each delegate to be
matched with a Mosaic mentor who will support them
to write and implement a personal ‘Action Plan’, putting
into action in their local community what they have
learned.

This Programme is generously funded by Prudential Corporation Asia, Qatar Foundation,
Credit Suisse EMEA Foundation, Etihad Airways, Qatar Shell, Crescent Petroleum,
Al Maktoum College of Higher Education and Pearn Kandola.

Case Study: Eka Sulistiyowati
Eka is a lecturer at Sunan Kalijaga University
in Yogakarta, Indonesia. Passionate about the
environment and global issues, Eka wanted to enhance
her leadership skills and her influencing skills so she
could persuade more volunteers to support her work.
Since participating in the International Leadership
Programme, Eka has succeeded in growing her
volunteer base, who have undertaken many local
activities to raise environmental awareness. Eka said
“The Mosaic ILP helped me to build my self-esteem
and gave me the courage to invest in time to do
something to build on my work. I learnt that networking
is important; meeting new people helped to give me a
fresh perspective.”

Eka has been supported in achieving her goals by
her mentor. Eka says “Susan inspired me to put my
heart into my project and work hard to achieve what
I set out to do. She is truly inspiring and is still giving
me support and new ideas.” Susan Noori, one of
Mosaic’s dedicated mentors said, “Eka started her
project empty-handed, with only the help of a few
student volunteers. Despite facing many difficulties
and limitations from the local community and the local
authority, Eka’s determination, innovative thinking
and strong leadership ability has made the project
go from strength to strength. The difference Eka is
making to the local community is unimaginable and
is evident in the dramatic changes in the area since
implementation.”

Afghanistan
United Kingdom

Turkey

Iraq
Pakistan
Qatar

Jordan

Morocco

Bangladesh

Algeria

United Arab Emirates

Egypt

Oman
Saudi Arabia
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Indonesia

Malaysia

This Programme is generously funded by Al Faisal Without Borders Foundation
and Wates Foundation.

Ex Offenders Programme
Mosaic’s Ex-Offender Programme links volunteer
mentors with prisoners as they are preparing for
release. Volunteer mentors work one-to-one with their
mentee to establish the areas of support which will
help the person to avoid re-offending. Mentoring
relationships last for a period of approximately
12 months – six months during custody, six months
in the community.

“I was motivated to become a mentor so that I could
make a change to a person’s life and give them a
chance. For what I had gained in society, I wanted to
put back in and make a life for someone. I have learned
through mentoring that to give a chance to a person
who through bad influence or neglect needs a shoulder
to cling onto, can motivate them to a brighter future.”
A mentor on the Programme.

The Ex-Offender Programme was developed in
response to the increasing numbers of young Muslims
residing in prisons in England and Wales. There
are currently over 10,000 Muslims in UK prisons
representing 13.4% of the total prison population.
Our programme works because the prisoners we work
with are matched with mentors who are prepared to
give their time to offer practical and emotional support
and to act as a positive influence in that person’s life.

In this year, we have also, thanks to the generous
funding of the Al Faisal Without Borders Foundation,
appointed a Prisons Programme Co-ordinator, to focus
on navigating the complex processes required in
each prison to screen each mentor and identify young
offenders who can be matched with a Mosaic mentor.

In 2013/14, Mosaic worked in partnership with
11 prisons and trained 96 volunteer mentors to
support young offenders. 37 young offenders have
been supported in one–to–one mentoring partnerships
this year.
“My involvement in this programme has really changed
my life. If it wasn’t for my mentor, I would probably be
back in prison now. As it is, I’ve managed to stay out
of trouble, get a job and get back together with my
girlfriend. Life is looking good!”
Former mentee
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Mentors
Mentors are at the very heart of Mosaic. Mosaic’s
mentors are volunteers that want to make a difference
to society and help to make our work possible by giving
just a few hours a month.
Mentoring can be very rewarding and helps to develop
personal and professional skills. In the independent
report published by Demos, 98% of Mosaic’s mentors
said they would recommend that other people become
mentors, and 96% said they would consider mentoring
with Mosaic again.
We are hugely proud of our mentors and always keen
to recognise those who go the extra mile. We do this
through our monthly Hero of the Month scheme,
which culminates in the Princess Badiya Mentor of
the Year Award.
In 2013, we were thrilled to announce Saira Majid as
the first winner of the Princess Badiya Mentor of the
Year Award. Busy Chartered Accountant and mum-ofthree Saira has mentored in five schools over a three
year period and has mentored two teams to the final of
Enterprise Challenge.
Saira commented: “I never dreamt I would win this
award when I started mentoring. It was purely to help
young people, so I’m really honoured and humbled to
win this award today. My biggest message to the kids
is this: I didn’t grow up with a silver spoon in my mouth,
and I wasn’t academically that gifted. But I worked
really hard to get to where I am today, so if I can do it,
anybody can!”
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Our mentors come from all walks of life. Another of
our Mosaic mentors, who won ‘Hero of the Month’
in April is Saira Hassan, from our North West region.
Saira combines her studies at the University of Central
Lancashire with her work at a law firm, and says about
her experiences as a mentor:
“A good mentor must be able to listen carefully as well
as speak confidently. I also believe a good mentor
must show their mentees that they were once young
and through working hard they are now pursuing their
dreams. Positive thinking and knowing where I want to
be in the next 10 years got me through all my GCSE
and A-Level exams, I illustrated this to my mentees in
order to show that no hurdle is too big for us.”

In the last year, we have introduced new ‘Advanced’
mentor training for those volunteers who have taken
part in a number of our programmes. We have also
introduced a certificate for all mentors who have
completed a programme, and held celebration events
in all five of our regions to recognise the outstanding
support of our mentors. We have introduced a blog
on our website, inviting a number of mentors to write
about their experiences, and invited our partner
training agency, InterCHANGE People Development, to
contribute a monthly column.

Financial Information
Table to show total income, expenditure and surplus
over three financial years.

2013/14 2012/13 2011/12
Income

1,487,006

993,844

948,606

Expenditure

1,425,938

975,727

948,247

61,068

18,118

359

Surplus (Deficit)

Our overall income in 2013/14 was £1,487,006 and
expenditure £1,425,938. As per good practise in
charitable organisations, we look to deliver a small
surplus, and in 2013/14 achieved a surplus of
£61.068 (4%).
In common with most charitable organisations
providing youth and educational support, the
significant majority of our expenditure is in staffing
costs. In 2013/14, we were a team of 17. Other notable
costs were the design and print of our comprehensive
resource packs for teachers, mentors and young
people; the costs of our training partner who designed
and led the 80+ training sessions throughout the year
for mentors, and the support that we outsourced from
an agency in website development, media and public
relations. We conduct a rigorous tendering process on
an annual basis for these contracts and work in close
partnership to ensure we are achieving value
for money.

We benchmark our costs across the sector, referring
to research from New Philanthropy Capital which cites
that despite mentors being volunteers, significant
costs are required to invest in sophisticated training
and support for mentors, and competent staff to
manage complex relationships.
Our mentoring programmes demonstrate excellent
value, with an average cost per beneficiary in 2013/14
of £218. The average cost per beneficiary has
reduced over the last three years.
As well as the significant voluntary time and expertise
of our mentors, we also benefit hugely from the
voluntary time of our Board, Regional Leadership
Groups, and pro-bono support from various partners
who provide training and meeting venues without
charge. In 2013/14 we estimated this to be worth some
£200,000.
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Mosaic
137 Shepherdess Walk, London N1 7RQ
T: +44 (0) 20 7566 8734
E: mosaic@bitc.org.uk
www.mosaicnetwork.co.uk

Thank you to our supporters
We would like to thank the generosity of our funders
who have enabled our work in 2013/14.
Al Faisal Without Borders
Foundation

Hogan Lovells
International LLP

Al Maktoum College of
Higher Education

Human Appeal
International UK

Amersi Foundation

Ieat foods

Apax Foundation

Majid and Lynn Jafar

Our Ambassadors are high-profile advocates for
Mosaic’s work, championing it publicly - as well as
inspiring the many hundreds of young people who
we support in schools and communities across the
country.

Bank of London and the
Middle East

Jannat Welfare
International Trust

Ambassadors

The Centennial Fund

Khalid A Javid

Contracts IT

M&C Saatchi

Cosaraf Charitable
Foundation

Marks & Spencer PLC

Credit Suisse EMEA
Foundation

Pearn Kandola LLP

Rear-Admiral Amjad Hussain CB

Prudential Corporation
Asia

Yusuf Islam
Rt Hon Sadiq Khan MP

ZVM Rangoonwala
Foundation UK

Pinky Lilani OBE

The Rumi Foundation

Lord Noon Kt. MBE

Qatar Foundation

Lord Rumi Verjee CBE

Crescent Petroleum
Criterion Capital
Department for
Communities and Local
Government
DLA Piper UK LLP
Dominion Trust
Etihad Airways
The European Azerbaijan
Society
Gibbs S3
GSC Solicitors
Heathrow Community Fund
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We would also like to thank the ongoing generosity of
the Mosaic Associates, a network of senior champions
for Mosaic who provide financial support and advocacy
for Mosaic’s cause.

Naz Legacy Foundation

Qatar Shell
TRS Foundation
UK Islamic Mission

November 2014

We would also like to thank the significant number
of our supporters who give their time and expertise
via the Mosaic Advisory Board, Finance Committee,
Regional Leadership Groups, Communications Panel,
Educationalists Panel, and Associates Committee.
Board Members
Professor Aaqil Ahmed
Javed Ahmed
Mahmoud Atalla
Uzair Bawany

Asad Ahmad

Harris Bokhari

Ismail Amla
Shahid Azeem DL
Mishal Husain

Ruby McGregor Smith CBE

Farida Gibbs
Najma Hafeez
Imam Monawar Hussain DL
Dr Kameel Khan
Khawar Mann OBE
Saker Nusseibeh
Shabir Randeree CBE
Nabila Sadiq
Peter Sanders
Tariq Shah
Farouq Sheikh
Yasmin Waljee OBE

Wates Foundation
Woking Borough Council
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